
  




Dear 

On Tuesday 25th March, 2014 we are hosting various activities in an attempt to raise funds for 
and awareness of epilepsy.  

We have various events planned in and around Cross Hills including selling purple friendship 
bracelets and lapel ribbons which will be made locally by us, our children and friends, holding 
a raffle to be drawn on the evening of 25th, and we will join forces with The Bella Napoli 
Ristorante who are hosting a themed charity evening of fine dining and wine tasting to raise 
funds for two epilepsy funds; Epilepsy Society Purple Day and Justice for LB as part of “107 
days of action”.  

Connor Sparrowhawk, affectionately known as LB (short for Laughing Boy), was diagnosed with 
severe autism and epilepsy when he was sent for short term treatment and assessment at 
Slade House, a specialist unit, not far from where he lived with his mother in Oxford. His 
mother says “after 107 days in care, our beautiful, hilarious and loved beyond words dude, LB, 
drowned in the bath in an NHS assessment and treatment unit on July 4th 2013. He was 18.” 

Connor’s death was officially dismissed at first as natural causes and the NHS trust in charge 
ruled the accident was unavoidable however a subsequent 116-page independent report, which 
she pressed for, vindicated her concerns. The report has catalogued a series of damning 
mistakes made by the unit’s staff. The report published last month concluded that Connor’s 
death was “preventable”. 

Some facts about Epilepsy  
One in 20 people will have a one-off epileptic seizure at some point in their life (although this 
does not necessarily mean that they have epilepsy).  
One in 50 people will have epilepsy at some time in their life (not everyone with epilepsy will 
have it for life).  
Around 75 people are diagnosed with epilepsy every day.  
More than half a million people in the UK have epilepsy. That’s about one in every 100 people. 
There are around 50 million people with epilepsy in the world. 

We will be very grateful of any help you are able to offer us in our efforts; either by donating a 
raffle prize or agreeing to help us sell ribbons 

You are welcome to join us at the Bella Napoli, a delicious set menu of food from the Piemonte 
region of Italy has been produced. For more details and to make a reservation please ring 
01535632224 Proceeds from the evening will be shared between the two charities above. 

Yours sincerely 
On behalf of Gareth Pratt, Veronica Hezelgrave and their team of Personal Assistants  

 


